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Abstract. This paper introduces a neural network architecture based on rough
sets and rough membership functions. The neurons of such networks instantiate
approximate reasoning in assessing knowledge gleaned from input data. Each
neuron constructs upper and lower approximations as an aid to classifying
inputs. Rough neuron output has various forms. In this paper, rough neuron
output results from the application of a rough membership function. A brief
introduction to the basic concepts underlying rough membership neural
networks is given.
An application of rough neural computing is briefly
considered in classifying the waveforms of power system faults. Experimental
results with rough neural classification of waveforms are also given.

1

Introduction

A form of rough neural computing based on based on rough sets, rough membership
functions, and decision rules is introduced in this paper. Rough sets were introduced
by Pawlak [1], and elaborated in [2]-[3].
Rough membership functions were
introduced by Pawlak and Skowron [4]. Studies of neural networks in context of
rough sets are extensive [5]-[12]. This paper considers the design and application of
neural networks with two types of rough neurons: approximation neurons and decider
neurons. The term rough neuron was introduced in 1996 [5]. In its original form, a
rough neuron was defined relative to upper and lower bounds and inputs were
assessed relative to boundary values. More recent work considers rough neural
networks (rNNs) with neurons, which construct rough sets and output the degree of
accuracy of an approximation [10]-[11], which is based on an earlier study [9]. The
study of rough neurons is part of a growing number of papers on neural networks
based on rough sets. Rough-fuzzy multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) in knowledge
encoding and classification were introduced in [12]. Rough-fuzzy neural networks
have recently been also used in classifying the waveforms of power system faults
[10]. Purely rough membership function neural networks (rmfNNs) were introduced
in [11] in the context of rough sets and the recent introduction of rough membership
functions [4]. This paper considers the design of rough neural networks based on
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rough membership functions, and hence this form of network is called a rough
membership neural network (rmNN). Preliminary computations in a rmNN are
carried out with a layer of approximation neurons, which construct rough sets and
where the output of each approximation neuron is computed with a rough
membership function. The values produced by a layer of approximation neurons are
used to construct a condition vector. Each new condition vector provides a stimulus
for a decider neuron in the output layer of a rmNN. A decider neuron enforces rules
derived from decision tables based on rough set theory. A decision table reflects our
knowledge of the world at a given time. This knowledge is represented by condition
vectors and corresponding decisions. Information granules in the form of rules are
extracted from decision tables using rough set methods. Discovery of decider neuron
rules stems from an application of the rule derivation method given in [13]-[14].
This characterization of a decider neuron is based on the identification of information
granules based on decision rules [15]. Each time a decider neuron is stimulated by a
new condition vector constructed by the approximation neuron layer, it searches for
the closest fit between each new condition vector and existing condition vectors
extracted from a decision table. Decider neurons are akin to what are known as logic
neurons described in [16].

2

Rough Membership Functions

A brief introduction to the basic concepts underlying the construction of rough
membership neural networks is given in this section. A rough membership function
(rm function) makes it possible to measure the degree that any specified object with
given attribute values belongs to a given set X [4], [21]. A rm function µ X is defined
relative to a set of attributes B ⊆ A in information system S = (U, A) and a given set
of objects X. The equivalence class [x]B induces a partition of the universe. Let
B ⊆ A , and let X be a set of observations of interest. The degree of overlap between
X and [x]B containing x can be quantified with the rough membership function:
[ x ]B ∩ X
B
B
µ X : U → [0,1] defined by µ X ( x ) =
[ x ]B
B

3

Design of Rough Neural Networks

Neural networks are collections of massively parallel computation units called
neurons. A neuron is a processing element in a neural network.

3.1

Design of Rough Neurons

Typically, a neuron y maps its weighted inputs from Rn to [0, 1] [16]. Let T be a
decision table (X, A, {d}) used to construct BX , BX , and let X ⊆ Y. A selection of
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different types of neurons is given in Table 1: common neurons, approximation
neurons and decider neurons.
Table 1. Selection of Different Types of Neurons

Common Neuron





n

∑ w x + ϑ  , where


y=f

i i

i=1

input xi has connection (weight)
wi, which denotes a modifiable
neural connection, and bias ϑ [16]

Upper Approximation neuron
yx = f( BX , BX , X)
Lower approximation Neuron
y = f( BX , X)
Decider Neuron
yrule = min(ei,di( [ µ X 1
A

with

( x )...µ XA ( x )] )),
n

condition

granule

[ µ XA1 ( x )...µ XA n ( x )]

Let B, F, [ f ]B denote set of attributes, set of neuron inputs (stimuli), and
equivalence class containing measurements derived from known objects, respectively.
The basic computation steps performed by an approximation neuron are reflected in
the flow graph in Fig. 1.
newObj

construct rough
set

compute rmf value

B, F

µF ( f
B

BF

)

[ f ]B

Fig. 1. Flow Graph for Basic Approximation Neuron Computation

An approximation neuron measures the degree of overlap of a set [ f ]B and
BF representing certain as well as uncertain classifications of input signals. A flow
graph showing the basic computations performed by a decider neuron is given in Fig.
2.

{µ ( f )}
B
F

y
selectRule
{α => β}

Fig. 2. Flow Graph for Decider Neuron
A decider neuron implements a selectRule algorithm.
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Algorithm selectRule {
input set {α=>β}

//set of decision rules

input vector [cexp1, cexp2, ..., cexpn]; //condition vector input { µ F

B

( f )}

int chosenRule; //index used to identify decision rule
float[ ] sum; //stores sum of differences | cexp j – cij |
float bestMatch; //used to store value of best match
int vectorSize = 2, i = 1, j = 1;
n

bestMatch =

∑c
j =1

exp j

− c1 j ; chosenRule = 1; //for vector α1

while (vectorSize <= n) {
n

sum[vectorSize] =

∑c
j =1

exp j

− cij ;

if (sum[vectorSize] < bestMatch) { chosenRule = vectorSize }
vectorSize++; i++;
// use i to select ith condition vector
j = 1;
}//while
return chosenRule;
} // end Algorithm selectRule
In Fig. 2, the set rmf = { µ F

B

( f )}

consists of approximation neuron

measurements in response to the stimulus provided a new object requiring
classification. The elements of the set rmf are used by a decider neuron to construct
an experimental condition vector αexp. A second input to a decider neuron is the set
R = {α=>β}. The elements of the set R are rules which have been derived from a
decision table using rough set theory. After a decision rules has been selected, a
decider neuron outputs min(ei, di) where d ∈ {0,1}, and relative error ei = | cexp – ci |/ci
∈ [0,1]. In cases where d = 0, then yrule = min(ei, di) = 0, and the classification is
unsuccessful. If d = 1, then yrule = min(ei, di) = ei indicates the relative error in a
successful classification.

3.2 Rough Neural Network Example
By way of illustration, a rough neural network is constructed with two layers: input
layer consisting of upper approximation neurons, and output layer with a single
decider neuron (see Fig. 3). Using a sample of 61 fault files, a partial decision table
has been constructed (see Table 2). Let v, i denote voltage, current, respectively. To
complete the design of a decider neuron, rules are extracted from decision Table 2.
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Table 2. Sample Power System Commutation Fault Decision Table
ac v error phase i / i pole line v
(a1)
order (a2)
(a3)
0.0588
0
0.5
0.0588
0.06977
0.5
0.0588
0.06977
0.5

6 pulse phase i type phase i ord max phase
(a4)
(a5)
(a6)
i (a7)
0
0
0
0
1
0.1875
0.05405
0.08571
1
0.1875
0.05405
0.08571

d
0
1
1

A sample of the rules derived from Table 2 using Rosetta [22] are as follows.
a1(0.058824) AND a5(0.187500) AND a7(0.000000) => d(0.00)
a1(0.058824) AND a5(0.187500) AND a7(0.085714) => d(1.00)
Rules like those given above are incorporated in a decider neuron repository
(storage of rules associated with a decider neuron). In the experiments described in
this section, each approximation neuron is defined relative to a single attribute such as
AC disturbance (see a1 in Fig. 3). The decider neuron in Fig. 3 implements the
selectRule algorithm to produce its output. The design of a particular decider neuron
hinges on derivation of rules from a decision table reflecting our current knowledge of
the world.
y
a1

µF

(a1)

a2

a7

a3

µF

µF

(a2)

µ

(a3)

a4
F

µ
(a4)

a5
F

a6

µF

(a5)

µF

(a6)

(a7)

Fig. 3. Sample rough neural network

In the constructed networks, the weights are not primitive but they are functions of
some other parameters like set of features (attributers). The relationships between
the weight values and these other parameters are expressed in the paper by the rough
membership function. This function allows to measure a degree in which Bindiscernibility classes are included in a given set (in the considered example in the
upper approximation of one of the decision class). Hence, the process of tuning
weights in the network should be connected with tuning of parameters on which these
weights depend. In particular, in the considered example this can be related to
searching for relevant feature set B of attributes.
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3.3 Sample Verification
A comparison between the output from a rough neural network used to classify power
system faults relative to 24 fault files and known classification of the sample fault
data is given in Fig. 4.
1
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target
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Fig. 4. Comparison of Rough Neural Network Output and Target Values

In all of the cases considered in Fig. 4, there is a close match between the target faults
and the faults identified the neural network. Further, it should be observed that a total
of eleven neural networks were used (one for each type of fault file) to generate the
data used in Fig. 4, and carry out a complete classification of all fault files.

4 Concluding Remarks
Two basic types of rough neurons have been identified: approximation neurons and
rule-based neurons. The output of an approximation neuron is a rm function value,
which indicates the degree of overlap between an approximation region and some
other set of interest in a classification effort. The output of rule-based neuron is a
classification decision, which represents an assessment of the closeness of
experimental data to a known feature of a feature space. A sample application of
these neurons in a power system fault classification system has been given. We
consider the problem of learning schemes of information granule construction. These
schemes transform input granules into output ones. It is necessary to tune parameters
in these schemes to obtain the output granules of satisfactory quality from input
granules. One of the method of tuning these parameters can be based on finding
function embedding these schemes into classical neural networks. Next known
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learning methods for neural networks can be applied. The weight values in such
networks will reflect the inclusion degrees between granules. Hence the process of
changing weights in neural networks should correspond to tuning degrees of granule
inclusion. The paper presents an example of such situation.
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